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ABSTRACT 
It is considered whether a linear combination of  three A-acceptable Pad6 approximations to 
the exponent ia l  funct ion remains A-acceptable when it is exponential ly f itted to two distinct 
negative points. The results of  Iserles [5] regarding linear combinat ions o f  two A-acceptable 
Pad6 approximat ions are generalized. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
One of the most efficient techniques for numerical 
solution of stiff ordinary differential systems is the 
exponential fitting. This technique, introduced origi- 
nally by Liniger and Willoughby [6] consists of ap- 
plication of numerical schemes which solve with 
complete precision given scalar linear equation (or 
equations). 
The typical example, given originally by Liniger and 
Willoughby, is the parametrized trapezoidal rule : 
XN+ 1 = XN + h [a~ N + 1 + (1 -a)  iN] (1.1) 
where ~= f(t,x), x(t0) = x 0, Xk: = X(tk), 
tN + 1 = tN + h, Xk : = f (tk' Xk)" If a is de£med ac- 
cording to the formula 
a: = [1 + hX* - exp (hX*)] / [h~,* (1 -exp (h~,*)] 
then (1.17 solves the scalar linear e~luation 
x = X* x, x (to) = x 0 at t I = t o + h with complete 
precision : x 1 = exp (lA*Tx O. 
When an arbitrary stiff system, ~ =_f (t,x), 
x (to) = x 0 ~ E M is given, one can usefully apply 
the exponential fitting technique ither in order to 
reduce the error due to the parasitic eigenvalues or 
to increase the precision in the computation of the 
contribution of the primary eigenvalue (the numerical 
abscissa) of the J~cobian matrix (af/ax_.). 
In [5] Iserles suggests the following mechanism to 
achieve one degree of exponential fitting : Let us 
assume that we solve a given differential system at 
tN + 1 by two different numerical schemes with the 
different characteristic functions Xl and X2 (the 
characteristic function of a numerical scheme is 
defined as the solution of the scalar linear equation 
:~ = ~x, x(0) = 1, with unit step, h = 1, as function of 
~ ~). Moreover, let us assume that these functions 
are A-acceptable (i.e. Xk(X ) is analytic and less than 
unity in modulus for every X in the complex left 
half plane, Re},<0) .  x (1) andx (2) beingthe --N+I -N+I  
solutions of the differential system, computed by the 
two numerical schemes respectively, we construct he 
averaged scheme 
XN+l =ax  (1) + (1-a) x (2) (1.27 
N+I N+I  " 
It is shown in [5] that the order of (1.2) is at least 
the minimum between the orders of the two schemes. 
The characteristic function X of the averaged scheme 
is x(X) = axl(X7 + (1 -a) x2(X). 
Obviously, if a e [0, 1] then X is A-acceptable. Choos- 
ing 
a = a (x*) : = [e=p (X*7 - x2(X*)] / [XlCX*7 - x2(X*7] 
we fit (1.27 exponentially to k*, X[k*, a(k*)] = exp(k* 7. 
A question arises whether a.(k*) ~ [0, 1] for every 
negative ~,*. Iserles shows in [5] that a necessary and 
sufficient condition for a(k*) ~ [0, 1] for every 
negative k* is that {3(1, X2 } is a dominant pair : 
Definition [5] 
The pair of A-acceptable xponential approximations 
{X 1, X 2 } is dominant if 
min {XI(X), X2(~.)} • exp(~, 7 < rnax{Xl(~.), X2(X)} 
for every negative X. 
It is proved in [5] that if {X 1, X2} = {Rnl,m 1, Rn2,m2} 
where n i • m i • n i - 2 and Rni ' mi is the In i, mi] Pad6 
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approximation to the exponential function :
Rk,l. (z) : = Vk, 1 (z) / Qk, 1 (z), 
1 (k+l - j )  ~ 1! 
vk, 1 (z) := z " z j, 
j=O (k+l) l j!  ( l - j ) !  
(1.3) 
Qk, 1 (z) := P1, k(-z) ; 
then {X 1, X 2 } is dominant if and only if m I + m 2 
is odd. 
The purpose of the present paper is to explore the 
A-stability and exponential fitting properties of the 
averaging 
XN+ 1 + ax (1) fix (2) + (1-a-~) x (3) 
N+I  +"  N+I  N+I '  
(1.4) 
where X + I' 1 g i g 3, are computed by three dif- 
ferent numerical schemes with distinct characteristic 
functions Xi" For all practical purposes we are mainly 
interested in the case X i : = Rn, n + 1 - i '  1 ¢ i ~ 3. 
Let us define 
R~l,]m (%.) : = a" Rn, m (%.) + (1 -a ' )  Rn, m_1(%. ), 
R [21 (%. ) :=a"R  rnC%.)+fl"R m_l(%. )n, m n, n, 
+ (1 - a"  - fl") Rn, m_ 2(%. ). 
As stated above, R [1] and R [1] can be expo- n, m n, n -1  
nentially fitted to one negative point, while the A- 
acceptability is preserved. A question arises, whether 
R [2] can be exponentially fitted to two negative 
n,  n 
distinct points preserving the A-acceptability. It is 
shown in this paper that this question can be 
answered affirmatively. 
Before we proceed further, the interest in the schemes 
of the type (1.2) and (1.4) must be justif~d. Eh le  
and Picel [3] and N~rsett [7] suggest new families 
of once and twice exponentially fitted exponential 
approximations. These approximations are imbedded 
in a single numerical scheme and do not involve the 
computation of two, or even three, different numer- 
ical schemes along the same interval. On the other 
hand, the schemes introduced in [3] and in the present 
paper enable the user to effectively apply a sophisti- 
cated error-control technique (e.g. Zadunaiski, [8])in 
conjunction with Gear-type automatic order-alterna- 
tion [4]. For example one begins with the classical 
Pad6 approximation R2, 2 (L e. a numerical scheme 
with × = R2, 2)" If the error-control test fails, one 
recomputes the same interval with R2,1 and averages 
(1.2). If the error-control test still fails, it is possible 
to apply R2, 0 and (1.4). Only then, when the error- 
control test fails even for (1.4), one reduces the step- 
length. The above algorithm has not been tested as 
yet versus the conventional technique of step-halving, 
but it seems to be promising, since it is based on the 
same reasoning as the highly-successful Gear methods. 
2. THE A-ACCEPTABILITY OF Rt2Jfl 
n, n 
Lemma I
For every n, m ;* 1 
1 %" Qn -1, m-1 (k)" Qn, m- i  (X) = Qn- l ,m (x) - n + m-I 
Proof 
Immediate, considering the definition (1.3). 
Lamina2 
If the function "/n, m is defined as 
"Yn, m(%.) : = Qn, m-1(%.) / Qn, m(%.) 
then for every n, m ~ 1 and negative %., "rn, m is dif- 
ferentiable and 7n ' m(%.) < 0. 
Proof 
The differentiability of 7n, m is obvious, because Qn, m 
does not vanish for any negative argument, according 
to the definition (1.3). 
We prove the above-mentioned assertion on the nega- 
tivity of 7n, m by induction of n : 
According to the definition (1.3) of Qn, m 
1 (1 1 %.)-2 < O. 
'Yl,m m(m +I)  m+l  
Let us assume that "rn_l, m (%.) < 0 for every %. < 0. 
If "r.a, m is not a one-to-one mapping for negative %., 
taking into account he continuity of 7n, m, then nega- 
tive and distinct %.1 and %.2 exist such that 
~/n,m(%.l) = 7n, m(%.2)" 
Thus 
Qn, m(%.1) Qn, m -1(%.2) = Qn, m(%.2) Qn, m -1(%.1)" 
(2.1) 
According to Ehle and Picel [3] 
n 
Qn, m(%.) = n + m Qn-l,m(%.) + m n + mQn, m-1(%.)" 
Substitution of this expression into (2.1) yields 
Qn -1 ,m(%.1) Qn, m -1 (%.2) = Qn -1 ,m(%.2) Qn, m -1 (%.1) 
or  
6n, m(%.1) = 6n,m(%.2)' where 
6n, m(%.) : = Qn, m-l(%.) t Qn-l,m(%.)" 
According to Lemma 1 
1 
Qn,m-l(%.) = Qn-l,m(%.) - n + m-1 
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and 
8n, m()`) = 1 
Therefore 
6n, m()` ) - 
1 )  `
n +m---l- 7n - l ,  m()`)" 
1 
n + ~ [~'n-1 ,m()`) + )`Tn-l,m(X)] • 
But ^ /n-l,m()`) > 0, ), < 0 and according to the 
assumption of induction ~/n-l,m()`) < 0. Thus 
8n, m (X) < 0 for every negative )`. Hence no negative 
and distinct )`1 and )`2 exist such that 
8n, m()`l) = 8n, m(X2) and consequently the equality 
7n, m()`l) = 7n, m()`2) is impossible. 
Therefore 7n, m is a one-to-one mapping. It is 
certainly continuous, thus it is either monotonously 
ascending or monotonously descending. According 
) `~.  _n+m to (1.3) ~'n,m(0) = 1 and 7n,m()` ) ~ > 1. 
Hence ~/n, m descends monotonously and Tn,m()` ) < 0 
for every negative )`. Q.E.D. 
We defme 
¢'n,m()`) := Rn,m(X) - e ) ` ;  
~/n,m()`) := Pn,m()`) - e)` Qn,m()`) ; 
3n, m()`) := en,m()`) / en,m-l()`) " 
Hence 
3n,m()` ) = (Rn,m()`) - e)`)/(Rn, m_l()` ) - e k) 
= [Pn, m()`) - e)` Qn,m()`) ] / Qn,m()`) 
[Pn, m-l()`) " e)`Qn, m-l()`)] / Qn, m-l()`) 
= '~'n,m()`) ~n'm(X) 
@n,m-l()`) 
According to the conclusion A of I.emma 9 in [5], 
@n,m/@n,m-1 is a negative and monotone increas- 
ing function for every negative )`, n • 0 and m • 1. 
Thus, for every negative )` and n, m • 1 
@n,m()`) @n,m()`) 1" 
3n'm()`) = 7n'm()`) ~n,m-l()`) + 7n'm()`)[ 
• @n,m-l()`) 
But 
~bn,m(k) . @n,m (X) " 
~n,m_l(X ) < 0 , [~n,m-l ( )`)  ] > 0 and 
according to Lemma 2 7n,m()` ) > 0 and 7n,m()` ) < 0. 
Therefore 3n,m()`) > 0 and On,m is an ascending func- 
tion in the negative half-a,ri~. 
Now we look at 
R[nl,]m()`  ) =aRn,m()` ) + (l-a)Rn,m_l()` . 
Let us suppose that we choose a = an,m()`* ) so that 
R[nl, ]m()`*)= exp ()`*). 
Thus 
an,m()` ) = [e)` - Rn, m -1 ()`)] / [Rn, m()`) - Rn,m-1 ()`)] 
= ¢'n,m-l()`) / [*n,m-1(x) - ¢'n,m()`)] 
and 
[On,m-l()`) On,m()`) - ¢'n,m()`) en,m-l()`)] 
,~,m(X) - 
[%,m-1()`) - ¢n,m ()`)12 
On,m()`)][ on'm()`) _ 7 = [¢n,m-l()`)/(%,m -1 ()`) - [%,m -1(~)|  
2 
= an,m(), ) 0n,m()`  > 0 
for every )` < O. 
We have accumulated enough results to prove the 
following theorem :
Theorem 3 
For every n 1, n 2, ml ,  m 2 • 1 the inequality 
rain {R[ll],ml(~ ) , R~12],m2(~)} <e ~ ~ max{R~l],ml(~ ), 
R[nl2 ],m2()`) } 
is valid for every )` < 0 ff and only ff m I + m 2 is odd. 
Proof 
If P.[1,1m()`k) = exp(),k), )'k < O, k= 1,2, then neces- 
sarily )'1 = )`2" Indeed, ff R[nX, lm()`k)= exp()`k), 
)`k < O, k = 1, 2, then an, m()`1) = an,m()`2) and 
)`1 = X2' because an, m is monotone. 
Hence, the transcendental equation R[~l, m()`) = exp()`) 
L ~ 
has at most a unique negative zero, which is the fitting 
point. According to [5] a ~ [0, 1]. If a = 0 then 
R [1] reduces to Rn, m and i fa=l  then R~I,] m re- n, m 
duces to gn, m_ 1. According to [5] both Rn,mand 
P"n, m-1 cannot be fitted to any negative parameter. 
Therefore, ff R [1] is fitted to a negative point then n,m 
a ~ CO,l). 
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By assuming that :k ~ O, and bearing in mind that 
a¢  1, sgn R[nl,]mO~) = sgn Rn, m(k)= (-1)m. Thus, 
for sufficiently small k ¢ 0 
1 m R[1] ( - )  [ n,m()~)-e k ]> O. 
On the other hand, bearing in mind that a ~ 1 and 
gn, m(k) = exp(k) + 00~n+m+l) ,  
Rn,m_l(X ) = exp(•) + 00kn+m), for a )k < 0 
sufficiently close to the origin we get 
+ 0()~n+m+l) = 1-  a 
Qn, m-1 (k) On, m-l(;k) 
+ 0()~n+m+l) .  
According to [5] ( -1 )m- l~n,m_ l  ()k) > 0 for every 
)~ < 0. Therefore, for negative )~ in a neighbourhood 
of the origin 
(- 1) m-1 [R [1] (k) - e )k] > 0. 
- n,m 
We already proved that R[1,] m 0k)-exp (k)changes 
its sign at most once in (- •, 0). Therefore 
(-1) m[R[nl,]m(A)-e X]<0 V X*<)~< 0, 
[R [1l (),) - e )k] > 0 ~¢ - -  < )k < ~.* (- 1)m • n,m 
where )k* is the fitting point. 
Thus, the necessary and sufficient condition for the 
graphs of R [1] and R [1] nl ,m I n2,m 2 to envelope the 
graph of exp (X) from both sides simultaneously is 
that m 1 + m 2 is odd. 
Conclusion A 
If Rnl ,m I , Rn l ,ml_ l ,  
Q.E.D. 
Rn2,m 2 and Rn2,m2_ 1 
are A-acceptable then , [1]  , R[1] 
{r~nl,m I n2,m2) is a 
dominant pair and can be exponentially fitted to 
two distinct negative points. 
Conclusion B 
The exponential pproximation 
R[ 2 ] 
n,n = a lRn,  n + a2Rn,m-1 + (1- a I -a2)  Rn, n_ 2 
can be exponentially fitted to two distinct negative 
points in an A-acceptable way. 
Proof 
According to.Birkhoff and Varga [1] and Elde [2] the 
Pad~ approximations Rn, n, P"n,n-1 and Rn, n-2 are 
A-acceptable. Thus { ' "~n,n-1 ) is a dominant 
pair. Therefore, if R [1] and , [1]  -~a,n "n ,n -1  are exponen- 
t iaUy fitted to X 1 < 0 and the pair ~R [1] , [1]  ) t n ,n '  ""n,n-I 
is exponentially fitted to A 2 < O, A 2 ~ )k I , then 
a*, a** , ~ e [0, 1] exist so that 
R [1] = a* n,n Rn, n + (1 - a*) Rn, n_ 1 , 
p[1] = a** a**) 
n,n-1 R'nln-1 + (I - R,n,n_ 2 
R [21 = ~ R [1] + (a - ~) R [q  
n,n n,n n,n-1 ' 
I fa  l :=~a* ,  a 2 :=~(1-a* )  + (1 -a )a**  then 
R [2] 
n,n = a lRn ,  n + a2Rn, n_ 1 + (1 -a l -n2)  Rn, n_ 2, 
a l ,  a 2, 1 -a  I -ct 2 ~ [0,1] and R~2,] n is A-acceptable. 
Q .E .D .  
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